We the Members

of the Quest for the Vigilante Cup,
in Order to form a more perfect Fantasy Football League, establish Fairness
and Integrity, insure Stability, provide for the common Strength, promote the
general Happiness, and secure the Blessings of the Fantasy Gods to ourselves
and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for our League.

ARTICLE I
OVERVIEW
Section 1
1.1 - The Quest for the Vigilante Cup was established as, and remains, a Keeper League, meaning
it shall live on from one season to the next in perpetuity.
1.2 - As a sanctioned ESPN League, The Quest for the Vigilante Cup will adhere to and respect
all of ESPN’s rules and decisions.
1.3 - We are a democracy. All rules, settings, and actions pertaining to the League, either
vested in this Constitution or not, shall be subject to the approval of a majority of
League Members.
1.4 - Any and all changes to the League or Amendments to this Constitution shall not be made
during the Regular Season or Playoffs, unless by unanimous consent of all League
Members. New business should be conducted only during the offseason.
1.5 - The Commissioner, and subsequently by authority of a majority of League Members, shall
have the power, when circumstances require, to make all decisions which shall be
deemed necessary and proper to the continued success and posterity of the League.
Section 2 (Outline)
2.1 - The League shall consist of eight [8] Teams, each run by a separate, independent owner. The
Teams will be divided into two [2] Divisions, each consisting of four [4] Teams.
2.2 - Teams shall fill their Rosters with NFL Players, via the Draft and subsequently
through various transactions.
2.3 - During the first fourteen [14] Weeks of the NFL Regular Season, each Team will face an
opponent each week in a head-to-head matchup.
2.4 - The NFL Players on a Team’s Roster will accrue a certain number of Points each week, in
correlation to their performance in that week’s NFL game.
2.5 - The Team that scores the most Points in the head-to-head matchup shall be declared the
winner.
2.6 - At the conclusion of the fourteen [14] Week Regular Season, the six [6] Teams with the
most wins, or through various tiebreakers, shall move on to the Playoffs.
2.7 - The Playoffs shall occur during the final three [3] Weeks of the NFL Regular Season,
concluding in a Championship matchup between the final two [2] Teams.
2.8 - The winner of the Championship, canonically known as the Vigilante Bowl, shall be named
that season’s champion and be awarded the Vigilante Cup.
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Section 3 (Membership)
3.1 - All Members shall have an equal vote and voice in all League matters and decisions.
3.2 - League Membership is a privilege, not a right, and should be treated as such.
3.3 - Members caught cheating, colluding, Matchup-fixing, or in violation of any other League
rules shall be at the mercy of a League vote, and may face severe penalties and/or
expulsion.
3.4 - Prospective new Members, either taking over an existing Team or for future expansion
Teams, shall be subject to approval of a majority of League Members.
3.5 - New Members taking over a Team from an exiting Member shall have the right of first
refusal to transfer Players from said Team.
3.6 - In the event that a Member is suddenly unable or unwilling to carry out their role in
the League during the Season, an emergency League meeting shall be called with the
purpose of determining the course of action. The Commissioner shall have the power
to take ownership of an abandoned Team until a time that a suitable replacement or
solution is available.
Section 4 (League Officers)
4.1 - For the purposes of maintaining and overseeing operations of the League and wielding
League Manager powers, a Member shall be appointed to the Office of Commissioner.
4.2 - The Commissioner may, at his discretion, appoint one or more Vice Commissioners, a
Treasurer, and any other League Officers to assist with managerial tasks.
4.3 - The Commissioner shall have the authority to resolve minor disputes, where not
egregious enough to bring to the attention of a League vote.
4.4 - The Commissioner shall call, at least once per season, a League meeting to open the floor
to new business and deliver an address on the State of the League.
4.5 - The Commissioner shall put into place a succession plan, in the event he becomes unable or
unwilling to fulfill his duties, to ensure a steady and uninterrupted transfer of
power.
Section 5 (League Dues and Payout)
5.1 - The entry fee to field a Team shall be in the amount of $20 per season, due upon the day of
the Draft, to be paid in full to the League Treasurer, or in the absence of a Treasurer,
to the Commissioner.
5.2 - The prize pool of entry fees, totaling $160, shall be appropriated in the following way:
· $100 paid to the League Champion
· $20 paid to the Runner-Up
· $40 allocated for Draft Day festivities
5.3 - Unpaid entry fees shall be punishable at the discretion of a League majority vote, and
violations may include forfeiting earned prize money and/or expulsion for repeat
offenders.
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ARTICLE II
ROSTERS AND TRANSACTIONS
Section 1
1.1 - Rosters shall consist of NFL Players, acquired from the Draft, as Keepers, and
subsequently through Free Agency, the Waiver Wire, and Trades.
1.2 - A Team has the right to add and/or drop any Player from their Roster, at any time, for
any reason, so long as said Transaction does not violate Position Limits or other
Roster rules. As such, we shall not observe ESPN’s Undroppable Players List.
1.3 - All NFL Players not currently on the Roster of another Team are eligible to be picked up
as Free Agents.
1.4 - During the Regular Season, a Free Agent Player will be locked from the start of their
NFL game until the following Wednesday. During this period, said Player may not be
added to or dropped from a Roster.
1.5 - There shall be no limit to the number of acquisitions that a Team may make during a
season.
Section 2 (Startling Lineup)
2.1 - Each Team shall consist of twenty [20] Roster spots and one [1] I.R. spot. Those 20 spots will
be split amongst fifteen [15] Starters and five [5] Bench spots.
2.2 - The fifteen [15] Starting Players shall consist of:
· Two [2] Quarterbacks
· Two [2] Running Backs
· Three [3] Wide Receivers
· One [1] Tight End
· One [1] RB/WR
· One [1] WR/TE
· One [1] Flex spot (RB/WR/TE)
· One [1] Kicker
· One [1] Individual Defensive Player
· One [1] team Defense/ST
· One [1] team Head Coach
2.3 - Only eligible positional Players that qualify for a specific Starting Roster spot may
legally occupy it.
2.4 - The I.R. spot may only be legally occupied by Players who have been officially designated
as inactive.
2.5 - A Team’s Starting Lineup must be set every week, as injuries and bye weeks can cause vacant
Roster spots.
2.5 - Failure by a Team to set their Starting Lineup for multiple Weeks shall be punishable by
League sanctions, and repeated violations may result in severe penalties and/or
expulsion.
Section 3 (Position Limits)
3.1 - To promote fairness and parity, limits on the number of certain positional Players a Team
may possess on their Roster shall be imposed.
3.2 - At no time may a Team possess more than:
· Three [3] Quarterbacks
· Five [5] Running Backs
· Seven [7] Wide Receivers
· Two [2] team Defense/ST
· One [1] team Head Coach
· One [1] Individual Defensive Player of the same position
3.3 - A Player legally occupying the I.R. spot shall not be counted against said Position Limits.
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Section 4 (Waiver Wire)
4.1 - Once a Free Agent Player has been locked for their weekly NFL game or dropped from a
Team’s Roster, they will be on Waivers, and cannot be added until said Waiver period is
over.
4.2 - After the weekly Regular Season matchup has been finalized on Tuesday morning, Free
Agent Players will be eligible to pick up from the Waiver Wire the following day.
4.3 - Players dropped to Free Agency shall have a twenty-four [24] hour Waiver period before
being eligible to be added by another Team.
4.4 - To add a Player from the Waiver Wire, a Team must submit a Waiver for said Player. This
Waiver must not conflict with any Position Limits or Roster rules or it will not be
processed.
4.5 - If more than one Team attempts to add the same Player, the Waiver Order shall
determine to whom the Player goes.
4.6 - The Waiver Order changes weekly, and will be the reverse order of the current Regular
Season Standings. Once a Waiver acquisition is completed, that Team moves to last in
the order.
4.7 - Teams may not trade their place in the Waiver Order to another Team.
4.8 - To prevent Free Agent blocking and cycling, Players added and dropped the same day will
not be assigned to Waivers, but will return to the Free Agent pool.
Section 5 (Trades)
5.1 - One or more Teams may freely trade Players and assets amongst themselves, so long as
such trades do not conflict with roster rules.
5.2 - There shall be no official system in place to veto trades, but lopsided deals deemed as
possible collusion by the Commissioner may be brought to the attention of and subject
to review by the League.
5.3 - Once a trade is finalized, it may not be reversed or nullified by the parties involves for at
least a period of four [4] weeks after completion.
5.4 - There shall be a Trade Deadline in place beginning one [1] week before the start of the
Playoffs. It shall take effect at 12pm on the Thursday of Week 14, initiating a period in
which no deals may be made until the conclusion of the Championship.
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ARTICLE III
SCORING AND SETTINGS
Section 1
1.1 - Only Players in the Starting Lineup at the time that Rosters lock shall accrue Points in a
weekly Matchup.
1.2 - Players on a Team’s Bench do not count toward and have no effect on a Team’s Point total.
1.3 - During the Regular Season, one [1] additional bonus Point shall be awarded to whichever
Team is considered the Home Team.
1.4 - Scoring for a Matchup shall always begin at zero [0] Points for either Team, not including
the one [1] additional bonus Point awarded to the Home Team.
1.5 - If there is a discrepancy or error in a Starting Lineup once a Player or Players have
locked, a request may be made to the Commissioner, who has the discretion to alter
the Roster. If the Commissioner is unavailable, a written, time-stamped appeal may be
made to another League Officer or on the League message board.
1.6 - The final say in all scoring matters shall be trusted to ESPN, and subsequently to official
NFL record keeping. This includes overnight and late week score adjustments,
regardless of how weekly Matchups may be effected.
Section 2 (Individual Scoring)
2.1 - The League shall adhere to a non-PPR, “Universal” Scoring system, wherein all-purpose
yards, be it Passing, Rushing, Receiving, or Special Teams Returns, count equally at a
rate of 0.1 Point per Yard gained.
2.2 - Individual Defensive Players, however, are not awarded Points per Yard on Interception
and Fumble Returns.
2.3 - Touchdowns shall count as six [6] Points regardless of how they are scored, be it Passing,
Rushing, Receiving, Defensive Returns, or Special Teams Returns.
2.4 - 2-Point Conversions shall similarly count as two [2] Points regardless of how they are
scored.
2.5 - Players shall be awarded one [1] bonus Point for each Touchdown pass, rush, or reception
exceeding a distance of fifty [50] Yards.
2.6 - Players shall be awarded five [5] bonus Points for a game in which they exceed either four
hundred [400] Passing Yards, two hundred [200] Rushing Yards, or two hundred [200]
Receiving Yards.
2.7 - Players shall be penalized two [2] Points for each Interception thrown, two [2] Points for
each Fumble Lost, and one [1] Point for each time they are Sacked.
2.8 - Kickers, like all Offensive Players, adhere to the same Scoring system. But they shall also
be awarded:
· One [1] Point for each successful PAT
· Three [3] Points for each successful Field Goal
· One [1] additional Point for a successful Field Goal of a distance of forty [40]
Yards or greater, and increasing incrementally by one [1] additional Point
for every additional ten [10] Yards of distance
2.9 - Individual Defensive Players shall also adhere to the same Scoring system. But they shall
also be awarded:
· One [1] Point for each Total Tackle
· One [1] Point for each Stuff
· Two [2] Points for each Sack
· Two [2] Points for each Forced Fumble
· Four [4] Points for each Recovered Fumble
· Four [4] Points for each Interception
· Five [5] Points for each Safety
· Five [5] Points for each Blocked Punt, PAT, or Field Goal
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Section 3 (Team Defense/ST)
3.1 - Team Defense/ST shall be awarded
· One [1] Point for each Sack
· One [1] Point for each Forced Fumble
· Two [2] Points for each Recovered Fumble
· Two [2] Points for each Interception
· Three [3] Points for each Safety
· Three [3] Points for each Blocked Punt, PAT, or Field Goal
· Four [4] Points for each 2-Point Conversion Return
· Six [6] Points for any Defensive or Special Teams Touchdown
3.2 - Additionally, team Defense/ST shall gain or lose Points on two [2] separate sliding scales,
one [1] for Points Allowed, and one [1] for Yards Allowed.
3.3 - Team Defense/ST shall be awarded:
· Ten [10] Points for 0 Points Allowed
· Five [5] Points for 1-6 Points Allowed
· Three [3] Points for 7-13 Points Allowed
· Two [2] Points for 14-17 Points Allowed
· One [1] Point for 18-21 Points Allowed
Team Defense/ST shall be penalized:
· Two [2] Points for 35-45 Points Allowed
· Five [5] Points for 46 or more Points Allowed
3.4 - Team Defense/ST shall be awarded:
· Five [5] Points for fewer than 100 Yards Allowed
· Three [3] Points for 100-199 Yards Allowed
· One [1] Point for 200-299 Yards Allowed
Team Defense/ST shall be penalized:
· One [1] Point for 400-499 Yards Allowed
· Three [3] Points for 500 or more Yards Allowed
3.5 - Team Defense/ST are not penalized for Points Allowed or Yards Allowed when their Team
Offense is on the field.
Section 4 (Team Head Coach)
4.1 - Team Head Coach is an optional position that gains or loses Points solely on whether said
team wins or loses that week’s NFL Game, and the margin by which the game was won
or lost.
4.2 - Team Head Coach shall be awarded ten [10] Points for a victory or penalized ten [10] Points
for a defeat. A tie results in zero [0] Points gained or lost.
4.3 - Team Head Coach shall be awarded:
· Five [5] additional Points for a margin of victory of 25 or more points
· Four [4] additional Points for a 20-24 point margin of victory
· Three [3] additional Points for a 15-19 point margin of victory
· Two [2] additional Points for a 10-14 point margin of victory
· One [1] additional Point for a 5-9 point margin of victory
4.4 - Conversely, Team Head Coach shall be penalized:
· One [1] additional Point for a 5-9 point margin of defeat
· Two [2] additional Points for a 10-14 point margin of defeat
· Three [3] additional Points for a 15-19 point margin of defeat
· Four [4] additional Points for a 20-24 point margin of defeat
· Five [5] additional Points for a margin of defeat of 25 or more points
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ARTICLE IV
SCHEDULE AND STANDINGS
Section 1
1.1 - The Regular Season shall occur for a period of fourteen [14] Weeks, from Week 1 through
Week 14 of the NFL Regular Season.
1.2 - During this period, once per Week, each Team will play each of the other seven [7] Teams
twice, once as the Home Team and once as the Away Team.
1.3 - A weekly Matchup shall consist of a head-to-head contest between the Starting Lineups
of two [2] Teams, with the Team that scores the most total Points being the winner.
1.4 - There are no tiebreakers for weekly Matchups in the Regular Season. If opponents in a
head-to-head Matchup finish with same Point total, their Matchup shall be
considered a tie.
1.5 - The head-to-head opponents shall have equal Roster Size and number of Starting Lineup
Players, but Teams have the right to not fill their entire Lineup.
Section 2 (Standings)
2.1 - Regular Season Standings shall be based on the number of weekly wins a Team achieves,
ranking from highest to lowest, most wins to fewest wins.
2.2 - In the event that two [2] or more Teams share the same number of wins, the tiebreaker
shall be decided by most total Points scored for.
2.3 - In the event that two [2] or more Teams share the same number of wins and total Points
scored, the tiebreakers shall be, in order from highest to lowest, as follows:
1. Head-to-head record
2. Best Division record
3. Most Trophy stars
4. Most Mike Ditka Trophies won
5. Fewest Scott Norwood’s Revenges won
6. Coin flip
2.4 - For the purposes of determining Playoff berths and Matchups, the Teams shall be seeded
from one [1] to eight [8], refreshed on a weekly basis, with the order decided, from
highest to lowest, by the Regular Season Standings.
2.5 - The leaders of each of the two [2] Divisions shall always be ranked as the top two [2]
seeded Teams.
Section 3 (Playoffs)
3.1 - The Playoffs shall occur for a period of three [3] Weeks, from Week 15 through Week 17 of
the NFL Regular Season.
3.2 - The top six [6] Teams, by means of best record or subsequently through various
tiebreakers, shall make the Playoffs.
3.3 - The Playoffs shall consist of a bracket-style tournament format, made up of
single-elimination Matchups, with each Round taking place over a period of one [1]
Week.
3.4 - The winners of each of the two [2] Divisions shall be awarded a Bye Week for the first
Round of the Playoffs, which shall take place Week 15.
3.5 - Unlike the Regular Season, there shall be no one [1] additional bonus Point awarded to the
Home Team. Both Teams shall always begin at zero [0] Points.
3.6 - In the event of a tie during the Playoffs, the tiebreaker shall automatically be given to
the higher seeded team. For scoring purposes, that Team will be awarded one [1]
additional bonus Point.
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Section 4 (Playoff Bracket)
4.1 - The first Round of the Playoffs, occurring during Week 15, shall consist of two [2]
Matchups. The 3rd seeded Team shall face off against the 6th seeded Team, and the 4th
seeded Team shall face off against the 5th seeded Team.
4.2 - The second Round of the Playoffs, occurring during Week 16, shall consist of two [2]
Matchups. The 1st seeded Team shall face off against the previous Week’s winner of the
4th/5th seeded Matchup, and the 2nd seeded Team shall face off against the previous
Week’s winner of the 3rd/6th seeded Matchup.
4.3 - The third Round of the Playoffs, or the Championship Matchup, shall occur during Week
17 and consist of one [1] Matchup between the two [2] winners of the previous week’s
Matchups.
4.4 - The winner of the Championship Matchup shall be named that season’s champion, be
awarded the Vigilante Cup along with its guardian duties for a period of one [1] year
until the next season’s Championship, and receive the agreed upon monetary prize.
Section 5 (Trophies)
5.1 - Through the ESPN website, the Commissioner shall be responsible for creating and
awarding various yearly and weekly Trophies to League Members.
5.2 - Awarded Trophies shall come with a value of a corresponding number of Trophy stars,
either positive or negative. Trophy stars are purely for entertainment purposes,
however, and shall have no bearing on Matchups or Standings, except for when
utilized in certain tiebreaker scenarios.
5.3 - The Trophies, listed here by their canonical names, shall include but are not limited to:
Yearly:
· Vigilante Cup (Championship Trophy, and should be worth the maximum
number of positive Trophy stars)
· Marv Levy Cup (Runner-Up of the Championship)
· President’s Trophy (Best Regular Season record)
· Vice President’s Trophy (Most Regular Season Points scored)
· The Cutler (Worst Regular Season record, and should be worth the maximum
number of negative Trophy stars)
Weekly:
· Mike Ditka Trophy (Highest weekly Matchup score)
· Frank Reich Trophy (Greatest weekly upset or clutch victory)
· Scott Norwood’s Revenge (Lowest weekly Matchup score)
5.4 - Only one [1] of each Trophy shall be awarded per specified time period, unless a tie or
other extenuating circumstances occur.
5.5 - Those Trophies which are subjective, and not based on concrete Wins and Points, shall be
awarded in good faith at the discretion and opinion of the Commissioner.
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ARTICLE V
DRAFT AND KEEPERS
Section 1
1.1 - The Draft shall consist of twenty [20] Rounds, with each Team making one [1] pick per
Round. Every other Round shall alternate order from first pick to last pick.
1.2 - Draft picks are limited to only NFL Players.
1.3 - A Player may only be drafted by a single Team. Once that Player is picked, he is unavailable
to any other Teams.
1.4 - Teams must adhere to Position Limits during the Draft. Any pick in violation of this or
other Roster rules will be nullified.
1.5 - Teams may trade Draft picks in exchange for other picks, Players, and/or assets, so long as
both Teams complete the Draft with the correct number of picks.
1.6 - The Draft shall take place prior to, but no more than one [1] month before, the start of
the NFL Regular Season.
1.7 - The Draft shall be held at a place and time made available for as many of the League
Members as possible to attend. Ample written notice must be made to all Members in
advance of the scheduled event.
1.8 - Members unavailable to attend the Draft shall have their Teams auto-picked, by highest
ranking Players, according to ESPN’s most current available Draft Order, taken first
for each subsequent pick, and abiding by Position Limits. Specific Player preferences
expressed by an absent Member, either prior to or during the Draft, may be taken into
consideration.
Section 2 (Keepers)
2.1 - Being a Keeper League, each Team shall be allowed to keep up to four [4] of the Players on
their Roster from one Season to the next.
2.2 - These Players shall take the place of that Team’s first four [4] or fewer Draft picks,
unless other Draft Round Penalties apply.
2.3 - Rookie Players and those Players acquired after the offseason has ended are not
permitted as Keepers.
2.4 - There shall be no limits on which Players may be kept, except for those that violate
Position Limits or other Roster rules.
2.5 - There shall be no limit to how many seasons a Player is kept by a single Team.
2.6 - A Keeper Deadline shall be imposed forty-eight [48] hours before the scheduled Draft, at
which point all Keepers will be locked.
Section 3 (Draft Round Penalties)
3.1 - A Player that was kept the previous Season shall be counted as one [1] of a Team’s first four
[4] Draft picks for the current Season, beginning in the first round and continuing into
the fourth round.
3.2 - A Player that was drafted the previous Season shall be counted as a Draft pick one [1]
round earlier in the current Draft than the round they were drafted in.
3.3 - A Player that was drafted the previous Season, but dropped to Free Agency and
subsequently picked up by another Team, shall be counted as a Draft pick one [1] round
later in the current Draft than the round they were drafted in.
3.4 - A Player that was undrafted the previous Season shall be counted only as a late-round
pick, depending on said Player’s position, and will be as follows:
· 18th Round for Quarterbacks
· 19th Round for Running Backs and Wide Receivers
· 20th Round for all other Players
3.5 - Players acquired by trade shall remain locked into the round where their original Team
had drafted them.
3.6 - If a conflict arises in which two [2] or more Keepers share the same Draft Round Penalty,
said penalty should always be rounded up to the earlier Round.
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Section 4 (Draft Lottery)
4.1 - The order by which each Team will pick in the Draft, from first to last, shall be
determined by a Draft Lottery.
4.2 - The odds that a Team has of winning the first overall pick, and subsequently higher picks,
increases the lower said Team finished the previous season. Conversely, the higher a
Team finished the previous season means their odds of winning the first overall pick
will decrease. The last place Team from the previous season shall have the best odds in
the current season’s Draft Lottery, and the League Champion shall have the worst
odds.
4.3 - As agreed upon by the League, each Team's chances of winning the Draft Lottery shall be:
· 25.0% for 8th place
· 20.0% for 7th place
· 12.5% for each of the two [2] Teams eliminated in Week 15
· 10.0% for each of the two [2] Teams eliminated in Week 16
· 5.0% for the runner-up of the Championship
· 2.5% for the League Champion
4.4 - There shall be an additional 2.5% chance at-large that may be awarded, by contest or
other means at the discretion of the Commissioner, to a Team to increase their odds of
winning the Draft Lottery.
4.5 - An open and witnessed contest or lottery of some kind, at the discretion of the League,
shall then be held, based on these odds, to determine the complete order of the Draft
from first pick to last pick.
4.6 - The Draft Lottery shall take place prior to, but no sooner than three [3] months before,
the day of the Draft.
4.7 - Once finalized, the results of the Draft Lottery are legal and binding.
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Ratified by Unanimous Consent of the Members
present, this Twenty-Eighth Day of April in the Year
of our Lord Two Thousand and Nineteen. In witness
whereof We have hereunto subscribed our Names:

______________________

_______________________

Nicholas Visano,

Andrew Visano

Commissioner

______________________

_______________________

Jeffrey Kegler,

Daniel Kegler

Vice Commissioner

______________________

_______________________

Jonathan Pearson,

Garrett Beesing

Vice Commissioner

______________________

_______________________

Robert Schmidt

Kris Mack
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